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National Executive Service: Panacea Untested 

 
Civil service in Pakistan suffers from a range of problems.1 There is wide spread 
corruption, morale is low, professional standards have declined. There exists an 
unhealthy culture of entitlement and of avoidance of risks. The list goes on. What are the 
reasons behind this terrible state of affairs?  
 
The chapter “Strengthening the Civil Services” identifies bloated bureaucracy, low pay 
and vertically stratified groups as the three main evils. Three main reforms – reduction of 
size of bureaucracy, pay reforms and formation of a National Executive Service (NES) -- 
are outlined, among many other suggestions, to tackle these central challenges. Whereas 
there is general consensus about the direction and the details, if not the speed, of the first 
two major reforms, there is substantial disagreement and heartburn among key 
stakeholders about the nature and the form of the National Executive Service. It is this 
NES part of the chapter that I will focus on.  
 
Faulty optimism  
 
The chapter endorses the NES idea and suggests its immediate implementation because 
of two reasons. It is assumed that that there the consensus between the NRB and 
Establishment Division about NES is of great political value. Secondly, it is argued that 
that there is no need to comprehensively review the issue because more paperwork will 
not lead to any change. This line of thinking assumes that the NES idea is fully fleshed 
out, with all the kinks and loopholes discussed and debated. These two assumptions are 
fallacious.  
 
The consensus between the Establishment Division and the NRB during the military 
government days did not amount to much. It is widely known that the last meeting of the 
military government discussed the subject. All the NRB came up was some PowerPoint 
slides. Some discussion ensued and the plan was shelved. The key stakeholders in the 
process – service groups, the media, and the politicians -- were never consulted. In short, 
there is no is no low hanging fruit of consensus about reorganization of the civil service 
that can be easily picked up. 
 
Similarly, it is unwise to say that the reforms should be implemented in haste. Civil 
service reforms are central to good governance. They cannot be taken lightly. 
Implementation of half-baked ideas will only compound mis-governance. The sorry fact 
is that any kind of reforms can be ordained in Pakistan in a matter of hours. But such top-
down coercion is not the prudent way of doing things. Good change management 
practices (consultation, building of ownership among key stakeholders, etc) must be 
adopted to institute and not merely legislate the reforms. This institution is important 
because this critical area of reform, which remains critical independent of any other good 

                                                 
1 The term “civil service” refers to the Central Superior Services. It does not refer to the provincial services. 
The premise in the chapter is however correct that similar reforms can be introduced in the provincial 
cadres.  
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governance initiative, does not become a political football between competing 
constituencies like the LFO and the devolution plan.  
 
  
 
The devil of details 
 
It is proposed, based on some agreement between NRB and Establishment Division 
proposals, that a cadre of some 1000- 1500 NES officers be formed. This cadre will 
encompass grade 19 to 22. They will be divided into three “broad” professional streams. 
The recruitment into the NES will be based on “merit” from amongst the existing service 
groups. Some 20% seats will be reserved for academics, NGO professionals, and the 
commercial sector professionals.  
 
The biggest problem with the NES proposal is that it lacks detail. This chapter can be 
excused of this fault because of lack of space. The NRB and the Establishment Division 
however can not hide behind this excuse.  They have not come up with a well-reasoned 
report that fleshes out the proposed reforms. Any claim on consensus and detail will 
therefore be invalid. In the absence of any detail, it is fairly difficult to criticize the plan 
in a comprehensive way.  
 
Yet many faults are obvious. These include the ostensible over-reliance on examinations 
to identify merit, the difficulty of attracting quality professionals from the private sector 
in that age bracket, the negative effect the reforms would have on recruitment at grade 17 
level, an anti-DMG bias, and, most importantly, the difficulty of re-creating a uniform 
culture of leadership and self-regulation amongst a diverse group of  middle-aged 
professionals.   
 
Are examinations the solution? 
 
First, it is proposed that NES officers will be selected on “merit”. But we do not know 
about important details like the mode of selection, the relevance of this “merit” to future 
professional career, the eligibility of candidates etc. It is implied however that this 
“merit” is going to be about performance on some examination.  
 
This reliance on examination to judge professional merit is short-sighted. Examination 
can either judge general ability or they can judge knowledge of some professional 
subjects. If this new examination judges only the general ability, then it may not add 
value. General ability has been exhaustively judged at the time of entry into the service. 
For example, it can be easily argued that this general exams be pushed back ten to twelve 
years to judge the general abilities when officers are joining. That would be co-terminus 
with the existing exam and thus no need for any change.   
 
On the other hand, the examination may be designed to judge professional knowledge. 
But then we do not know about the professional abilities that will be common amongst 
officers of the customs group, the DMG, the OMG and even among NGO professionals. 
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If statistics or economics or knowledge of law is to be tested, then we need to make sure 
that adequate opportunities of learning these skills has been provided to  all existing 
officers. If such opportunities have not been provided, it will be unfair to examine them.   
 
The other problem with judging entry to NES with an exam in professional or general 
subjects or both is the simple fact that at around the age of 40, when professional and 
management abilities are as important as technical knowledge, exams are unable to 
identify competencies that will actually be needed in practice. Even conducted fairly and 
comprehensively, exams can best judge academic knowledge. They can not identify 
professional stars. All they can do is to identify deadwood that needs to be cut.  
 
There are means available in the world to identify professional stars. Best companies in 
the world and even the civil services in many countries regularly and successfully judge 
abilities of mid-career professionals. But they do not rely on standardized exams. Their 
extensive processes involve background reference checks, record of success, interviews, 
and other psychological tests.   
 
Unfortunately, such comprehensive assessment of talent will be impossible to replicate in 
Pakistan. Such high stake examination and the fact of much subjective choice at the 
discretion of the FPSC would open doors for manipulation. Even the redoubtable FPSC 
will not be able to bear such a heavy burden.  
 
The futility of attracting quality mid-career private sector professionals 
 
The second problem with the NES proposal is the reservation of 20% seats for NGO and 
private sector professionals and academics. The problem is that at age 35 or so most 
professionals are settled in their career. These rising professionals outside the government 
will not like to join government. They have already demonstrated their competence, are 
recognized as stars in their fields, and are very probably drawing good salaries. The 
private sector professional is likely to join in top management positions because such a 
move promotes his career, introduces him to new challenges, and increases his national 
profile. The mid-career professional is too busy cementing his place. He will not indulge 
in adventurism. He will not sit in the exams. The deadwood would, and the cause of the 
civil service would suffer. 
 
A case in point is the situation in the lower judiciary in Punjab. The civil judges who join 
take some 15 years or even more to become Additional Sessions Judges. At this level, 
there are also lateral inductions from the practicing lawyers. They are required to have a 
minimum twelve years of experience and to compete in a much simpler exam. 
(Incidentally, the civil judges are not allowed to sit in the exam to compete with the 
outside lawyers on the basis of merit. They have to resign if they want to. ) It is popular 
knowledge that only those lawyers take this exam and join the Judiciary who have failed 
in their practice. If they are successful, there is no incentive for them to join. They will be 
making more money and will have better chances of joining the High Court as a lawyer 
than as a judicial officer. It is also impossible to judge the quality of legal practice of 
these lawyers because everybody has put in the required years of registration. Some have 
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never practiced. The government is unable to change this highly demoralizing practice 
because of the pressure of the bar which wants to maintain its privileges.  
 
 
 
The depopulation of talent in grades 17 and 18 
 
The scheme as it stands today will make sure that the best and the brightest never get 
interested in joining at the entry level of grade 17. This is the third big problem. It is well-
known that most bright young people had options of careers in engineering, or medicine, 
or even private sector that they gave up to join government. Public service in DMG 
promised professional growth. More importantly, this was the only way to join 
government in the big league. Now they will be likely to postpone their decision to try 
their luck in for the NES, the new big league. Why waste twelve years in not so 
significant jobs with low salary when it would be easier to enjoy the private sector first 
and then go to government. The only problem would be that after the lapse of twelve 
years, it would be very difficult for them to switch their careers. Only those would want 
to switch who have failed to succeed. And this is not the kind of crowd that the civil 
service needs to attract.  
 
We must be aware that there will always be 3000 plus persons who will take the Central 
Superior Service exams. Unfortunately, the vast bulk of these candidates are not of good 
quality. But the 50 or so top best and the brightest that the FPSC is actually trying to hunt 
will not offer themselves appear given the current situation.  
 
Pro-public or anti-DMG 
 
Fourth, the NES idea, as described and as rumored, is loaded against DMG. If a DMG 
officer does not do well in this new exam, his career is finished. He has nowhere else to 
go to. If a Police officer does not do well, he returns quietly to his police career without 
much loss to his future career growth potential. This scheme of things is obviously 
extremely unfair.  
 
There are many other reasons for DMG officers to be unhappy with the NES idea. They 
are the only ones who have “suffered” through the devolution plan. NRB, it appears, sees 
DMG as the biggest resistance to change and thinks that sidelining the entire cadre would 
somehow deliver good governance. The evidence is that despite obvious merit and 
personal promises of the President in the famous letter written to every officer,  no 
attempt had been made to provide direction to DMG officers.  
 
The onus on all reformers is to prove that all reforms advance public interest. They 
should not be inherently against or pro any group. Similarly, the onus on DMG is to 
prove that DMG is co-terminus with public service and not with narrow parochial 
interests of cadres and emotional attachment to colonial-era offices.  
 
Will the old dog learn new tricks? 
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The biggest problem with the creating an NES with officers of age 35 and above is the 
fact that it will be impossible to develop a new culture of competence and leadership for 
this much older group of people with substantial real life experiences. They will simply 
be too old to unlearn any old bad habit and overnight become responsible, competent, and 
professional leaders. (The general attitudes of income tax and customs officers or even 
police officers is known to be poor. The cultures of the first two organizations does not 
endorse financial propriety and rule of law in the latter mentioned group. They should 
have a chance to participate in NES but government should also have a chance to make 
them learn new tricks and new habits). 
 
Most management theory suggests that leaders should be identified early, and then 
groomed for the purpose. This almost always entails that such young professionals should 
be given early leadership responsibilities, should be exposed to a broad range of 
experiences, and should be put on the fast track to the top. This system works well in 
large diverse organizations that do not want to centralize but do want to have 
organizational coherence. Development of a group of fast stream stars who are exposed 
to the wide range of activities of the organization is usually their only option.  
 
Ancillary to the reason of creating a cadre of professionals who help to integrate the 
diversity and who are not wedded to the narrow interests of various lobbies within the big 
organization is the need to develop an ethos and culture of public service. The fact 
remains that public servants at decision making levels will always have discretion and 
that there will always be temptations. A culture of self-accountability and peer pressure is 
much more important in such situations than a raft of accountability laws. If such self-
management is absent, corruption at key decision making positions will not be stopped. 
In the context of Pakistan, where one can get dirty very easily in the cesspool of public 
life, the importance of creating a culture of peer pressure and self-accountability through 
appropriate training is critically important. People freshly inducted into NES at age 35 so 
purely on the basis of examinations of some kind will find it fairly difficult to imbibe a 
set of higher values as a group. 
 
The reasoning behind this argument is widely understood. One of the first decisions of 
the military government was to reduce the maximum eligible age of the candidates of the 
CSS exam. The reasoning was simple. Some candidates were too old to unlearn.2 The 
same argument holds for the idea of inducting people at age 40. They are often too old to 
unlearn attitudes and norms of behavior.  
 
A number of other organizations around the world adopt a similar approach. The civil 
service system in Japan, the Administrative Service of the Tata Group of India, the 
Young Professional Program of the World Bank and a number of other UN agencies are 

                                                 
2 In the Civil Services Academy, our DG once remarked that there have been some probationers who have 
had their daughters married off during their time in the Academy. He wondered that what new attitudes and 
mores such a worldly wise person would learn in the Academy. Taining was futile for this probationer, the 
DG said 
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good examples of catch them young, expose them to wide variety of challenges, and then 
let them integrate diversity and lead philosophy of leadership development.   
 
More vertical stratification proposed 
 
In addition to the problems outlined above, there is a major logical flaw in the argument 
presented in the chapter. After heavily criticizing vertically stratified groups, the chapter 
accepts the idea of NES and its sub-groups, which are going to be vertically stratified too. 
This implies, most illogically, that vertical stratification is bad before grade 19, but is 
alright after grade 19.   
 
To be fair, the notion of vertical stratification is avoided by saying that the groups will be 
‘broad”. The meaning of “broad” is not however elaborated. Presumably it means that the 
boundaries of these groups will be soft. But we do not know, how these soft boundaries 
will be managed and by whom. And most importantly, what systems will be built to 
uphold merit in managing the boundaries of these “broad” sub-groups amongst each other 
and vis-à-vis the rest of the government personnel. The fear of poor management of these 
soft boundaries is after all what leads to their hardening and the consequent unholy rigid 
caste system.  
 
Some Consensus Emerges 
 
The NES proposal suffers from major flaws as given above. What is the solution then? 
There are however kernels of hope and optimism that can be mined from the above 
discussion. Most importantly, there is one extremely important lesson to be drawn from 
the “consensus” between the anti-DMG NRB and neutral Establishment Division.  
 

Pakistan needs a broadly trained elite cadre of officers who will provide 
coherence and competence to the diverse and complicated business of three tiers 
of governments with all their competing demands.  
 

Others major stakeholders, including DMG officers, will also agree with this idea. After 
all DMG (and its lineal parentage of CSP and ICS) is the cadre providing this service for 
some 100 years. In addition to the above principle, the discussion in chapter 5 as well in 
these comments establishes four other broad principles that need to be re-stated before 
proceeding further.  
 

Civil service should offer pay, career growth and opportunities of public service 
that can  attract and retain quality talent.   
 
There should be attrition among all cadres at all levels during their careers. The 
culture of entitlement and guaranteed growth is corrosive and must be changed.  
 
Caste system is bad. It is unfair and wrong to lock talent out of public service. 
Fresh blood is always needed. Thus the boundaries of this soft cadre should be 
soft.   
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The civil service needs to orient itself towards the reality of devolution.  
 
Merit should be the only determinant of career growth. Federal Public Service 
Commission shall determine merit at all stages.  

 
There is disagreement however on the details --- eligibility of candidates, the nature and 
the usefulness of exams, the years of experience required, the necessity of a culture for 
self-regulations etc. These details are easier to sort out once we agree on the principles 
given above.   
 
The fact is the ground is ripe for a major civil service reform effort. Major governance 
efforts have been implemented. Though the details of these radical initiatives are subject 
to much debate, the general direction is unchallengeable. Public exchequer needs prudent 
financial management. People need to take control of their own lives. Government needs 
to be devolved to the district level and even to lower tiers to the maximum extent 
possible. Civil service needs to be realigned with this new reality. Most importantly, 
DMG, the most influential cadre that had long resisted change is in great disarray.3 
Humbled, down and out, it is ready to accept and own any reasonable deal. 
 
DMG: the island of relative excellence 
 
As implied above, the new elite cadre has to be built around DMG. The reasons are 
many. Both DMG and NES offer the same broad philosophy of leadership development: 
the diverse business of government needs a group of people who think public and not 
departmental or professional interest.  DMG officers, in general, still represent the best 
that government has to offer. They represented the best of their batch in the central 
superior services exam. They know the most regional languages. They win most 
international scholarships. They are best trained of the lot. They are the only one, besides 
the police, who know the rural areas. They have had early exposure to leadership 
positions. They have had most diverse experiences. They often have can-do will-do 
attitude – in marked contrast with those officers who have spent their lives only in the 
secretariat. They are the least corrupt of any civil service group. 
 
DMG has problems too. They have often failed to learn any subject in great depth. They 
are too emotionally attached to pre-devolution days. Some are corrupt too. On balance, 
they represent the core group – the only existing island of excellence -- around which 
NES can be built while incorporating within the new cadre the principles of organization 
envisioned above.  
 
                                                 
3 There is a great ferment of ideas within DMG. Realizing that resistance is futile as well as opposed to 
public interest, many are open to change. DMG association elections have been held after a long time. The 
aim is to develop consensus within the group about future directions. There are four big worries only. That 
the cadre will not attract top quality talent. This will ensure death of DMG pride and thus esprit de corps 
that we the hall mark of the group for a long time. That young officers are not being provided leadership 
positions early in their careers. That officers are being kept in the dark about future career planning and any 
reform initiatives. And that pays are horrible. Without decent financial remuneration, no reform will work.  
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The Marriage of NES and DMG 
 
How will the new NES come into being and how will the above principles get 
incorporated in the process? 
 

1. All DMG officers are deemed to part of the new NES by default. New officers are 
recruited directly into NES at grade 17 level.  

 
2. Training for new NES officers should be rigorous like that of DMG, but with an 

aim to align them to new realities. (Similarly, all existing young officers are 
trained for small periods orient them to new career realities and new demands of 
public service.) 

 
3. Leadership positions are identified for these young entrants in grade 17 and 18 to 

ensure that they learn about the reality of Pakistan while gaining confidence in 
their abilities.  

 
4. Their pay should be better than others. Actually the pay scales for all CSS cadres 

should be better than other government servants. For NES, they should be even 
better. There should be no moral qualms about rewarding merit in a career that is 
open to all.  

 
The argument that pays for officers in grade 17 and 18 may not be raised is 
wrong. If the spirit and the will of an officer is broken early through miserly pay, 
he will not be able to regenerate his self-esteem and ego in the later years of his 
career.   

 
5. An exam is held for promotion to BPS 18. This exam should consist of three 

essay questions only for three hours each that require considerable analytical and 
writing skills.  The papers should be photocopied right in the presence of the 
candidates, and the copy sealed in the presence of everybody. The papers should 
then be typed in by keyboardists, and the typed unmarked essays should be 
checked in parallel by two examiners of the FPSC according to process that 
GMAT and GRE examiners use. If two examiners score in the same broad range, 
the score is averaged. If there is too much difference, the paper is sent to a third 
examiner. An examiner who consistently over or under scores is black-listed.  
 
As discussed above, the quality and the transparency of the examination system is 
extremely important for the whole idea of attrition to have any fruitful results.  

 
6. This exam is used to identify the bottom 10% only. (A group of senior most 50 

NES officers in grade 17 should take the exam at the same time. Attrition through 
batches is dangerous. One batch may be smaller and much brighter than another 
larger one. With a lot of 50 officers competing at one time, there will also be 
healthy inter-batch competition.) The promotion of these ten percent persons be 
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withheld and they be given two chances of taking the exam. If a person falls twice 
in the lowest decile, he should be kicked out.  

 
7. This principle should be applied to all cadres for promotion. And not just NES. 

This would ensure some attrition and also ensure competition. Most importantly, 
it will make sure that people read and stay current with their knowledge and do 
not feel that they are entitled to growth just on the basis of one exam.  

 
8. From grade 18 to 19, the same exam principle is applied for all cadres, within 

NES and within all other service groups. A rigorous test of general ability is held 
and people sifted out. (Obviously, if a person does not have the required quality of 
ACR reports, he will not be allowed to sit in the exam).   

 
9. At grade 19, after 20 percent attrition has taken place within NES, we open up the 

cadre to other groups and increase the number of seats for the large number of 
lateral positions that have been identified across government. Some 20% officers 
are inducted from other service cadres. And some 10 ten percent are taken in from 
outside the government. The exam for the non-NES service people, including 
those of provincial service officers, should be akin to the general exam but with 
one difference. The top 20% are taken in. The exam for the private sector people 
should be a combination of general and professional ability and interviews. It 
would perhaps be best that a PhD in Economics or Management or any one of 
defined social sciences is kept as a condition for entry through the private cadre. 
This would ensure entry of high quality people for economic management 
positions. Actually, this would be akin to a YPP for NES.  

 
10. All officers are required to undergo rigorous training in basic subjects like 

statistics and economics and law upon entry into grade 19 of NES.    
 

11. At grade 19, upon successful completion of training, entry into NES is closed. 
After that a defined 10% attrition in each lot of 50 officers takes place through 
poor professional performance only. 

 
12. The sub-streams within NES are managed through career planning, improved job 

definitions, job selection criterion (For example, a person will be appointed 
Secretary Finance in the Federal Government if he has served as Secretary 
Finance in the Provincial Government for a minimum of three years or has served 
as Joint Secretary in the Federal Finance Department for a minimum of three 
years.) and not through vertical groups like the three proposed within NES. (The 
management of the boundaries of these three groups is a headache that should 
better be avoided).  

 
The merits of the above model are:  
 

1. It has appropriate tiers of attrition for each cadre and group. It incentivises joining 
the NES at an early level around the age of 25 or so since those who are in NES in 
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grade 17 have the highest chance of remaining in NES compared to others. They 
will have to perform badly to get out. Others will have to perform well to get in.  

 
2. Leaders are built. Their wide exposure across the provinces and departments also 

ensures that they will be better able to integrate the business of government in 
their later policy making years.   

 
3. It is fair to DMG and to other groups. It does not attempt to overhaul the entire 

system but only makes incremental changes that aim to break the culture of 
‘escalator” promotions.  

 
4. The benefit of catching them young is that this group of bright persons can 

attracted and retained for the government sector before they are lost to overseas or 
commercial sector jobs. They can thus be trained better. The 20 percent that you 
get from the other cadres is the best of the lot. With the PhD condition, the entry 
of private sector professionals will also be most welcome as professionals in the 
economic management area.  

 
Conclusion 
 
Civil services are in dire need of reform. Their critical role in delivering good governance 
in actuating and sustaining the large-scale reforms can not be over emphasized. The 
above comments points out some faults in the NES idea and suggests changes. It may be 
however pointed out that these reforms will work only if other necessary conditions of 
vastly improved pays, improved training, better career planning, improved job 
definitions, and stricter performance evaluation are also implemented.  
 
 


